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Ledlenser - NEO10R
cod. 500917

The NEO10R, a fundamental player in the NEO series, finds paths with you even where there is none. No matter if
through the fields, uphill or downhill, the NEO10R is the ideal companion when it comes to Trail Running Focusable and
with rotating head, it adapts to all circumstances and offers thanks to the Constant Current Mode a constant brightness
until the end. of the operational duration. The sporty design of the NEO series makes it a true legend on the pitch right
from the start.
600 lumen
120 hours
150 meters

 

Light functions
These settings make the difference:

Power - great light output for every situation
Low Power - energy saving light during long use, reading and working without glare
Mid Power - intermediate light output for every situation

 

Switch
This is how this Ledlenser turns on:

Front Switch - a switch located on the head of the flashlight for one-handed use

 

Other functions
The peculiarity of this Ledlenser:

Rear Light - a red rear light so that you can also be seen from behind
Transportation Lock - prevents inadvertent activation of the flashlight

 

IP protection degree
This Ledlenser features the following protection:

IPX4 - Protects from water splashes
IP5X - Protection against dust deposits

 

Energy Management System
Absolute control over your battery status thanks to:

Low Battery Warning - warning in case of low charge

Info



Charge Indicator - displays the current battery charge status

 

Rechargeable.
By using rechargeable batteries, you not only safeguard your wallet, but also the environment. Because ordinary
batteries need up to 500 times more current for their production than they offer themselves. If we add to these the
energy volume used for transport and storage, an enormous production of Jet-CO2 results

LED
LED configuration
1 x Xtreme LED
Light power 1
MAX 600 lm - MIN 10 lm
Light range 1
MAX 150 m - MIN 20 m
Autonomy 1
MAX 120 h - MIN 10 h
Battery and housing
Battery
1 x 18650 3.6V
Battery capacity 2
11.52 Wh
Waterproofing
IPX4
dust resistance
IP5X
Rechargeable
Yup
Dimensions and weight
Head diameter
36 mm
Weight
179 g
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